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Can religion be rescued from the dark recesses of our souls and brought into
the intellectual folds of the dismal discipline of Economics?
Along with mortal suicide and divorce, divine Providence should be
readily vulnerable to the desiccated diagnosis of conventional economics.
At the same time, a quiet contemplation of the social scene on Sundays in
Christian countries, if not a pleasurable afternoon spent with G.K. Chester-
son's entertaining Father Brown, immediately suggests that organized
religion, where man must stand on the shoulders of other men to reach out
to the heavens above, may be yet another DUP (directly-unproductive,
profit-seeking) activity whose implications can be analyzed in the spirit of
the unconventional public-choice-theoretic approach to economics.
Below, therefore, we proceed to center our analysis on organized religion
as indeed a DUP-theoretic phenomenon, revealing to our readers the Truth
for their Enlightenment. In an Appendix, we then consider the heresies of
Dixit and Grossman (1984) who, in a contribution laced with frivolity and
wit (which we seek to preserve here), have preceded us with an analysis of
organized religion which they christened with characteristic inspiration as
Directly Unproductive Prophet-seeking Activity.
Three states of nature: Organized religion and connterfactuais
(1) To analyze organized religion (OR) and its consequences, we must con-
struct an appropriate counterfactual.' There are really two counterfactual
states of nature which we could create. We have first simply the economists'
conventional, godless world where religion is known not to rear its head at
all. Then again, we can have a state of nature where religion does appear
but not in an organized fashion. I.e., man communes with God but there
are no intermediaries, simply the Lutheran directness or the quiet Hindu
* The knowledge embodied in this note was revealed to us, as were the Vedas to the ancient
Hindus; no research support therefore needs to be acknowledged.
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contemplation of the Infinite without the instrumentality of the Maharishi's
Transcendental-Meditation mantra. The latter, we shall christen the
'unorganized religion' (UR) state of nature; the former, the 'godless' (G)
state of nature.
Both these counterfactuals are interesting. The UR state of nature
evidently implies, relative to G, that religion 'diverts' resources from world-
ly welfare. But, to suggest therefore that UR is a second-best situation and
hence UR < G, we should impose the social planner's (and indeed the
Marxist) view that the social weight to be assigned to heavenly welfare is
zero. If one does not, and instead prefers individual valuation, then UR and
G are simply characterised by different utility functions for the members of
the population; and they are each a non-comparable first-best, Pareto-
optimal situation. In what follows later, we plan to take both points of view
successively, to analyze the impact of the organized religion (OR) state of
nature: for, each viewpoint leads to a different judgement on organized
religion.
Next, we must consider the problem of an appropriate design of the OR
state of nature. Organized religion does indeed pose intermediaries between
man and God. In so doing, it turns religion into a DUP activity. But it
simultaneously can affect the relative valuation of worldly and heavenly
welfare (formally, a change in the utility function) and the perceived ef-
ficacy of prayer (formally, a change in the production function for brownie
points in securing heavenly access). The earthly intermediaries of the God
in heaven propagate doctrines which vary from a holistic rejection of world-
ly welfare to a wholesome Calvinistic compatibility of worldly and heavenly
welfare; they also determine how many spins of the prayer wheel or rounds
of rosary are necessary to secure access to heaven.^ These two elements must
surely be considered necessary and intrinsic attributes of organized religion
as we generally know it.
Organized religion: Conseqnences
An appropriate formalization of organized religion and its consequences
should then contrast OR with UR and G, allowing the model-specification
to include the role of prayer, its perceived efficacy, and the relative valua-
tion of worldly and heavenly welfare. We should distinguish between two
contrasting approaches to religion: where the supplicant is sovereign and
heavenly welfare cannot be disregarded from policy evaluation, and where
heavenly welfare is regarded as illusion (like the maya" of Hindu
metaphysical speculations) or equally as an opiate,^ and hence assigned a
social valuation of zero such that the three states of nature are ranked only
on the scale of worldly welfare.
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(1) Sovereign supplicants: The high road
In this case, we have already remarked that UR cannot generally be rank-
ordered vis-^-vis G, since one state of nature introduces heavenly welfare
whereas the other does not.
However, UR can indeed, under appropriate conditions, be rank-ordered
vis-^-vis OR. The diversion of resources to the intermediaries that engage
in DUP activity is evidently a loss since the resource-loss occurs from a first-
best situation (Bhagwati, 1982). On the other hand, these very in-
termediaries may increase the 'efficiency' of prayer, as would epicureans or
churchmen who indulge in indulgences, such that one spin of the prayer
wheel suffices where two were needed before.'* If so, this is the equivalent
of costless technical progress, albeit in producing the passes to heaven; and
this is a welfare-improving effect. The net result could evidently be to give
OR the edge over UR.' We thus draw the moral: UR and G are non-
comparable; where comparable, UR ^ OR.
(2) Valuing only worldly welfare: The low road
But if heavenly welfare is wholly disregarded, the rules change and so can
the outcome. UR now offends clearly vis-a-vis G: the use of any resources
to pray is simply a wasteful, zero-output activity that must necessarily
immiserize.
On the other hand, OR cannot be ranked uniquely vis-^-vis UR even if
the intermediaries (as in Dixit and Grossman, 1984; see Appendix) merely
regulate heavenly access to their DUP-theoretic advantage. For, the DUP
activity will divert resources from production of worldly goods and heaven-
ly passes; but this diversion may, a la Rybczynski 'ultra-biased' effects, in-
crease the production of worldly goods and reduce that of heavenly passes,
so that worldly welfare rises and paradoxically results in OR > UR! The
introduction of changes in the rates of substitution between worldly and
heavenly welfare, and in the productivity of prayer, can again produce
results in either direction. Generally, therefore, OR ^ UR < G.
A mathematieai offering and a prayer
While these results are evident on slight reflection, we need not appeal to
the faith of the faithful for their acceptance. We have developed them, in
the conventional manner of our august discipline, in the form of a
mathematical offering which is available from us for all those who seek
complete knowledge. While the sacred scriptures of the Hindus assert that
prayers to all gods must reach the same Supreme Being just as all raindrops
reach the same ocean,* all models need not yield the same answer. We have
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therefore two models, each yielding the lessons we have drawn above.^ In
lighting two candles, we also urge the Almighty to count one towards Dixit
and Grossman's welfare, and pray that they be rewarded with heavenly ac-
cess for their sparkling wit and their meritorious first steps without which
our own would not have been possible.
NOTES
1. The economist is paralysed into inaction if a counterfactuai is unavailable. As the story
goes, an economist, on being asked how his wife was, replies: compared to what? The
counterpart of this for psychiatrists is the story where one runs into another and says: you
are fine, how am I?
2. Organized religion may also serve to reduce, through assurance by the intermediaries, the
uncertainty that may haunt the pious in the UR state of nature about their prospects for
heavenly access. We leave this interesting aspect of organized religion to be modelled by
those who doubtless will follow in our footsteps.
3. The reader may want to ponder over the deep implications of the apocryphal Socratic ex-
hange after China's conversion to communism, where the question, 'What is the opium of
the Chinese masses,' has the answer: 'opium'.
4. A classic example of such 'technological innovation' by the Church is provided by Jacques
Le Goff's (1984) fascinating intellectual analysis of the birth of Purgatory in the 12th and
13th centuries. By creating a triad where the Purgatory was interjected between Heaven and
Hell, and in tying the progress of the souls in the Purgatory to prayers of the living provided
they were offered through the intermediation of the Church, limited places in heaven and
that these ate randomly awarded to the population without any religious activity on their
part. Nirvana therefore is a deterministic nightmare: it has a heaven but no prayer!
[Organized religion then intrudes as a DUP activity in the shape of ministers and
cathedrals, like Dennis Robertson's man and spade, moving into the lucrative business of
cornering access to these limited, pre-assigned heavenly slots and earning the associated
scarcity rents, till they earn 'normal' profits in this DUP activity. The analysis then is a
perfect analogue to that of DUP-theoretic revenue-seeking in Bhagwati and Srinivasan
(1980).]
The assumption of limited places in heaven however is particularly inappropriate. Do
not all modern religions assure every convert a place in heaven? Undoubtedly you have to
be twice-born to do this in certain religions; and, in this respect, the Christians do it more
efficiently than the Hindus since the Hindus generally must (and are indeed fated to) go
through death to be reborn, whereas the Christians can do so instantaneously in this very
life! But the notion that every soul cannot transcend to heaven, as long as certain necessary
and sufficient conditions are fulfilled, appears to contradict the belief propagated by most
religions. Religions simply do not seem to pattern their heavenly constructs after the game
of musical chairs!
On the other hand, there are always exceptions to the most compelling generalizations.
Jehova's Witnesses leap to our attention as being faithfully in the Dixit-Grossman mould
when they interpret, as some of them do, the sealing of the 144,000 members of the 12
Israeli tribes, in the Book of Revelations in the New Testament, as providing an upper
bound to heavenly access. We are assured by our pastors, however, that even then it may
be sensible to interpret this position as compatible with more places in heaven, with the elite
places assigned to the 144,000 and the more proletarian ones open to all others. Evidently,
the dual-markets characterization of heaven becomes then an intriguing research agenda!
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5. If the intermediaries were also to shift the relative weights between worldly and heavenly
welfare, then we face again the dilemma that utility functions have changed, and the yard-
stick for making meaningful comparisons across different states of nature disappears.
6. These syncretic and inclusive sentiments are repeatedly expressed in the Mahabharata, the
Indian epic, especially in the Vishnusahasranamam and the Celestial Song, the Bhagwat
Gita.
7. Since we must consider the case where only worldly welfare is valued, this is done with
simplicity and rigour by assuming in both models a social welfare function which is
separable in worldly and heavenly welfare. The models differ however on their
'technological' dimensions: in particular, the DUP-theoretic diversion of resources to
organized intermediaries is modelled in the 'tithes' model as a certain fraction of national
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Appendix: A discourse on Dixit and Grossman
Dixit and Grossman (1984), hereafter DG, model organized religion differently from us, as
a direct and immediate application of the Bhagwati-Srinivasan (1980) model of revenue-
seeking.
In building their necessary counterfactual, DG assume that there is then no religious activity
at all, that the production possibility set can therefore be defined properly and exclusively
on worldly goods, and that 'places in heaven' (the rewards normally reserved for religious
activity) are nonetheless present but are simply awarded randomly by an inscrutable omnis-
cient Being with no perceived relationship to exertions and exhortations by the pious.' This
bleak and brutal world of total determinism is christened, with dark humour, as Nirvana by
DG.
Organized religion then intrudes on the scene as a DUP activity. Iris assumed that there are
only a limited number of places in heaven. The assumption of limited places is invoked by
DG simply to generate a scarcity price or rent for heavenly access which then equals in worldly
opportunity cost the value of worldly output that the^  average aspirant is willing to forego
in achieving heavenly access. Once this scarcity price (P) of heaven here and now is so deter-
mined, organized religion leads to the Church cornering access to these pre-assigned heaven-
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ly slots (N), such that the value of the resulting artificially-constructed market rents on heaven-
ly access is PN. With ministers and cathedrals, like Dennis Robertson's man and spade, mov-
ing into this lucrative market till they earn 'normal' profits in this DUP activity rather than
in gainful employment elsewhere, the result is inevitable social waste. Organized religion had
immiserized the population: Marx has triumphed and the rejoicing of his flock must be sweeter
still since the conquest is with neoclassical weapons! DG backtrack a trifle here, arguing that
other unrelated imperfections may, apropos of Bhagwati and Srinivasan's (1980) discovery of
the paradox of negative shadow factor prices, make the diversion of resources to profiting
from the paradise-seeking of the population socially profitable nonetheless. But that religion,
modelled as a DUP activity, creates primary waste and ultimate social loss remains the central
message.^
In contrast to our analysis in the text, the DG model has two central features that are rather
inappropriate: that there are limited places in heaven and further that these are randomly
awarded to the population without any religious activity on their past. DG have a heaven but
no prayer! The exclusion of prayer distances the model from nearly all religious societies as
we know them: for, there are few societies where, even in the presence of fatalism and deter-
minism, prayer and supplication aimed at earthly reward and heavenly access are absent.'
Equally unnatural is the assumption of limited places in heaven. Do not all modern religions
assure every convert a place in heaven? Undoubtedly you have to be twice-born to do this in
certain religions; and, in this respect, the Christians do it more efficiently than the Hindus since
the Hindus generally must (and are indeed fated to) go through death to be reborn, whereas
the Christian can do so instantaneously in this very life! But the notion that every soul cannot
transcend to heaven, as long as certain necessary and sufficient conditions are fulfilled, appears
to contradict the belief propagated by most religions. Religions simply do not seem to pattern
their heavenly constructs after the game of musical chairs!''
1. To quote them, 'the important point here is that the mechanism of awarding these places
in heaven cannot be infiuenced by the population, and no resources need be spent in seeking
activities' (1984: 1087).
2. In Bhagwati and Srinivasan (1980), and in Bhagwati (1982), the demonstration that DUP
activities may be paradoxically welfare-improving is stricter: the second-best considerations
are critically related to the DUP activities themselves, as when a distorting tariff itself triggers
the revenue-seeking DUP activity.
3. As discussed in the text, moreover, OR can infiuence the 'productivity' of prayer and
thereby open up the paradoxical possibility of a welfare-improving organized religion.
4. Alas, there are always exceptions to the most compelling generalizations. Jehova's
Witnesses leap to our attention as being faithfully in the DG mould when they interpret, as
some of them do, the sealing of the 144,000 members of the 12 Israeli tribes, in the Book of
Revelations in the New Testament, as providing an upper bound to heavenly access. We are
assured by our pastors, however, that even then it may be sensible to interpret this position
as compatible with more places in heaven, with the elite places assigned to the 144,000 and the
more proletarian ones open to all others. Evidently, the dual-markets characterization of
heaven becomes then an intriguing research agenda!

